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There is a solution to any issue. There are solutions we can create by first learning to switch from a blame mindset 

to a contribution system. It takes two to get into a mess and also to get out of it. Here are 10 ways that we can 

learn and arm ourselves with the right tools to handle difficult conversations without blaming others but by 

looking at contributions.   

 

1. Getting out of the Blame’s Web 

 

Many subjects are hard to discuss and 

potentially have negative side effects but are 

still important to address. Focusing on blame 

is a bad idea because it inhibits our ability to 

learn what’s really causing the problem and to 

do anything meaningful to correct it. The 

distinction between blame and contribution is 

not always easy to grasp but it is essential to 

improving our ability to handle difficult 

conversations well.  

 

     2.   Distinguish Blame from Contribution  

 

At heart, blame is about judging and 

contribution is about understanding.  

When blame is in play, you can expect 

defensiveness, strong emotion, interruptions, 

and arguments about what “good assistants,” 

“loving spouses,” or “any reasonable person” 

should or shouldn’t do. When we blame 

someone, we are offering them the role of “the 

accused,” so they do what accused people do: they defend themselves any way they can. Given what’s at stake, 

it’s easy to see why the dance of mutual finger-pointing often turns nasty.  

 

     3. Contribution Is About Understanding, and Looks Forward  
 

Contribution asks different questions. The first questions are “How did we each contribute to bringing about the 

current situation?” or “What did we each do or not do to get ourselves into this mess?” The second question is 

“Having identified the contribution system, how can we change it? What can we do about it as we go forward?” 

In short, contribution is useful when our goal is to understand what actually happened so that we can improve 

how we work together in the future. In the worlds of both business and personal relationships, too often we deal 

in blame when our real goals are understanding and change.  
 


